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Abstract:- Nowadays, advanced and developing countries 

are moving increasingly toward E-government systems to 

supply integrated, fast, and cheaper offerings to their 

residents. Electronic voting is one of the critical domain 

names in this vicinity because the elections profoundly 

affect the destiny of the nation and even different nations. 

Confidentiality, integrity, and availability are the three 

facets of the CIA three-way relationship, which are the 

primary measurements for comparing the safety of the 

employed e-voting structures. Given that system and 

statistics, integrity is critical for maintaining the designed 

and developed systems; This paper explores the type of e-

voting residences, threats of e-vote casting systems to help 

researchers, designers, and builders evaluate their 

systems in time of integrity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Electronic balloting (E-voting) contains a wide range of 

vote casting systems that apply electronic factors in a single 

or extra step of the electoral cycle[1]. This attention on is 

targeting structures that electronically guide one or more of 

the following steps in the election or referendum technique: 

recording, casting, and counting votes. 

 

It may seem that automating manual balloting 

approaches via the usage of records technology could be a 
straightforward application that might enhance performance 

and keep away from problems that plagued the 2000 US 

presidential election [2]. This paper considers one-of-a-kind 

e-vote casting schemes, net balloting, and direct recording 

electronic (DRE) balloting systems. At present, there are 

several trials of those structures being executed 

internationally. Proponents of e-vote casting have argued that 

it will have the subsequent salutary effects: multiplied 

participation for disadvantaged groups, an antidote to voter 

apathy, more voter convenience to vote time and location, get 

admission to for humans with disabilities, cash saving, and 

more accuracy[1-3]. However, several authors have raised 
caution that e-vote casting poses several protection problems 

[4]. 

 

This simplicity and transparency are lacking in the e- 

voting systems, as the complexity of the systems is only 

understandable for the field experts. E-voting systems utilize 

black-box technology that receives input from voters and then 

generates an output that is not simply verifiable by observers 

and even the election administrators [3,4]. This is the point 

where integrity, transparency, and trust problems arise. As a 

result, in the e-voting systems, complementary measurements 

are required to serve the same level of assurance as traditional 

practices [5-8]. These measurements may include the 

following: 

 
Transparency: is a way to satisfy the integrity problem in 

e-voting and vote counting technologies [4,6]. While this 

feature alone does not guarantee the accuracy of the results, it 

provides the ground to achieve this goal. Transparency in e-

voting lets the electoral management bodies (EMB) and 

stakeholders supervise the critical elements of the process and 

avoid intentional and accidental errors [6]. 

 

Testing and certification: due to the lack of transparency 

in e-voting systems and the counting process, compared to 

traditional paper balloting practices, it is critical that election 

administrators test and verify the voting machines to build 
trust and confidence before they are used [7]. Testing and 

verification are needed to guarantee that the machines meet 

the criteria defined by the EMB. Observers and electoral 

contestants should review the test results to ensure public 

confidence [8]. 

 

Additionally, some countries only accept certified e- 

voting and counting technologies. These certifications serve 

the same as testing procedures. However, the issuance of 

certifications should be independent of political parties, 

EMB, suppliers and government [9-11]. Ideally, the 
certification process must happen by a widely accepted source 

and through a transparent and open procedure. 

 

Authentication: is the process of electronicly signing the 

tested and verified software [12]. The signature can be verified 

by those which observe the election. Moreover, the validity of 

data in transition stages - like sending votes for the tabulation 

process – need to be verified as well; otherwise, the votes 

could be simply manipulated [13- 16]. 

 

Only the data with authentic electronic signatures can 

be passed into the tabulation system to prevent alteration of 
the votes. Transmission of the results requires safeguards that 

are monitored by candidate/party agents [17-20]. 

 

Audit: is verifying the operations and auditing the 

results of an e-voting or counting system. The most practiced 

way is using a voter-verified paper audit trail (VVPAT) that 

delivers the paper trail of the casted vote to the voter [21]. 
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The audit trail is a critical factor for verifying the 

accuracy of the e-voting machines or counting process [22]. 
A randomly selected audit trail should be verifiable against 

the e-voting results to prove the consistency of the electronic 

and audit trails. If made for the public, such verification has a 

significant influence on public trust [23]. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Several articles have been released during the last few 

years to Talk about the security and privacy problems 

associated with e-voting structures[24]. 

 

Paper [25] discussed the historical background of the 
electronic voting system, types of voting technology, and the 

manual experience of the balloting system in Nigeria. The 

Research was motivated to solve the problems of election 

malpractices such as impersonation, multiple voting, false 

counting of votes, and deliberate disenfranchisement of voters 

by the polling officers. The research objectives were to design 

and implement a secured voting system that was not prone to 

manipulation, rigging, and complaints from citizens and 

political parties. I achieved the design on a three-tier web-

enabling application such as apache as a web server with 

extended capacity for Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) scripting 
language and MySQL relational database. The Research 

achieved authentication and simplicity as measures of 

fulfilling the electronic voting requirements. The Research 

could not achieve confidentiality, integrity, secrecy, 

transparency, convenience, and suitability of e-voting 

functional and security requirements E-voting integrity deals 

with system trustworthiness, including both provided function 

and data. In other words, it is to implement safeguards to 

protect e-voting data and software against changes in 

unauthorized ways. A solution to resolve the integrity issues 

of stored data is to utilize cryptographic protocols and 

techniques like public-key, homomorphic cryptography, 
Secure Socket Layer (SSL), and transport layer security 

(TLS) [26-27]. E-voting schemes utilize various techniques to 

enhance the preservation of their integrity. Some of the 

prominent schemes are as follows. 

 

Since the date of introducing Votegrity [28] – the first 

end-to-end (E2E) verifiable e-voting protocol - various e- 

voting protocols have been introduced. In E2E, the voters can 

verify if their votes are cast and counted correctly in the final 

tally. Additionally, public members can verify the election 

externally. Some of the prominent E2E-based e- voting 
schemes include STAR-Vote [29], Helios [30], Scantegrity 

[31], Prêt à Voter [32], and Neff’s Markpledge [33]. 

 

Some types of E2E-based protocols employ the public 

web bulletin board (WBB) to show the total casted ballots for 

the public. WBB is a broadcasting channel that displays the 

casted ballots in encrypted form, once the voters cast their 

votes and received their encrypted votes [34-36] Vote receipt 

is an essential feature of the e-voting protocols to prove the 

vote in a dispute. 

 
Several protocols like [37] and [38] are designed based 

on the Helios system while mitigating its security drawbacks. 

For example, clickjacking, cross-site forgery, cross-site 

scripting, and clash attacks are resolved in Apollo by utilizing 
the voting assistants feature. 

 

This paper [39] researched a sophisticated 

Microcontroller based biometric authentication vote casting 

Gadget. The studies become influenced to solve the Trouble 

of counting poll paper time, decreasing the Expenditure 

incurred on human resources, and carrying photograph 

Identification cards for reputation. The objectives of the 

Research were to layout and expanded a relaxed e-voting 

Device-based totally on biometric fingerprint technique. The 

e-voting system became designed and carried out the usage of 

Fingerprint biometric and ATmega328 microcontroller to 
Gain authentication and visible primary programming 

Language to develop the utility. The election officials utilized 

passwords. The fingerprint ridges Patterns were formulated 

and used for authentication of The voters. The Research could 

not achieve confidentiality, integrity, secrecy, transparency, 

comfort, and Auditability of e- balloting purposeful and 

security Necessities. Also, the password of polling officers 

Can be detected by the fraudsters for alteration of Election 

consequences[40]. 

 

III. TYPE OF E-VOTING 
 

A. Punch-card voting systems 

With punch-card balloting systems, the ballot is a card 

(or cards), and the voters punch holes in it (with a supplied 

punch device) after their candidate or preference. After 

punching the hollow(s), the voter can also region the ballot in 

a ballot field. The voter may also feed the ballot into an 

electronic vote tabulating tool on the vote casting location[41]. 

 

Not unusual sorts of punch-card voting systems are the 

"Votomatic" and the "Datavote" machine. With the Votomatic 

card, the places to punch holes to suggest votes are each 
assigned number. The number of the hole is the handiest facts 

printed on the cardboard. They print the listing of candidates 

or ballot problem choices and directions for punching the 

corresponding holes in a separate e-book. With the Datavote 

card, they printed the call of the candidate or description of the 

choice at the poll after the place of the hollow to be punched. 

The re-be counted of ballots in Florida throughout the 2000 

presidential election created a debate about the reliability of 

punch-card balloting systems. After 2000, the recognition of 

punch-card voting structures in the US decreased 

extensively[42]. 
 

B. Optical scan (voting) systems 

 Those structures use an optical scanner to read and count 

marked ballot papers. Numerous structures may be defined 

as optical scan (voting) structures inclusive of Marksense 

structures wherein an optical mark (e.g. Made with a 

graphite pencil at the ballot paper) can be diagnosed by 

using a scanner. 

 Electronic poll markers (EBM) may be used to fill out 

optical scan ballots. The structures look like conventional 

DREs, however, they document votes on paper ballots 

instead of internal memory. EBM can useful resource a 

disabled voter in marking a paper poll; it could allow for 
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audio interfaces Virtual. 

 Digital pen: those systems use ballots on digital paper. A 

small digital camera within the pen can recognize how the 

voter marks the virtual ballot paper. The ballots are 
amassed within the polling station and the virtual pen has 

to be lower back to the elections group of workers for 

tabulation. 

 

Optical test vote casting systems combine paper with 

electronic devices. All of the systems hold a tangible ballot 

paper which serves as a tangible document of the voter´s 

purpose. Through that, optical experiment systems allow for 

guide recounts of ballots. The massive benefit is that the 

counting system can be carried out in a central location and that 

the counting is a good deal quicker. The machine is without 

problems understandable through the voter: for him/her, it does 
not trade a great deal; they can mark their desire on a poll 

paper nonetheless. Moreover, if – for anything purpose – the 

scanning system fails to paintings, ballots can be counted 

manually[43]. 

 

C. Direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines 

With a DRE gadget, vote casting can be achieved on 

Election Day or used as a developed vote casting tool in 

polling stations. It's far without difficulty comprehensible: the 

voter simply pushes a button next to his/her favorite 

candidate or desire. Or the DRE machines have a touch 
screen showing the ballot. After the election or referendum, 

the DRE gadget tabulates the vote casting facts stored in a 

removable reminiscence issue and as a revealed copy. The 

machine might also allow for the transmission of character 

ballots or vote totals to a central area. The result can then be 

consolidated in a single relevant place[44]. 

 

DRE vote casting machines commenced being vastly 

used in 1996 in Brazil. They have also been used on a big scale 

within the US after the Florida 2000. Imaginative and 

prescient- impaired citizens gain from DRE machines 

because they can cast their vote without assistance from any 
other person. DRE machines had been additionally deployed 

in Europe, e.G. Inside the Netherlands, wherein NEDAP 

provided their personal DRE machines in 1989. They were 

used within the Netherlands until 2006. In 2009, the German 

Constitutional courtroom discovered that the DRE-kind 

voting machines utilized in Germany's parliamentary 

elections were unconstitutional. They did now not allow 

residents to observe the determination of the result[45]. 

 

D. Internet voting 

Internet voting refers to the use of the internet to forged 
and/or transmit the vote. Internet vote casting can take 

numerous forms depending on whether it's miles utilized in 

out of control environments (faraway net vote casting) or not 

(Polling web page internet balloting, Kiosk voting). With far-

flung net vote casting neither the consumer machines nor the 

physical environment are manipulated by election officers. 

Voters can cast their vote at nearly any place (at domestic, on 

the workplace, at public internet terminals and so on.). The 

vote is then transmitted over the net. This technique gives the 

most advantages to voters, but at the same time, it suffers from 

top safety concerns. They include doubts about the internet as a 

means of transmission of confidential information, fear of 

hacker assaults and tension approximately the possibility of 
disproportionate impact being exerted on the voter throughout 

the voting process (e.g. ‘family balloting’). 

 

The other options (polling website internet voting or 

kiosk balloting) talk over with structures in which electorate 

cast their poll from consumer machines that might be 

physically located in authentic polling stations or in public 

places that election officials manage. In each case, hardware 

and software program components are managed by way of 

election officials. The distinction is that with polling website 

net balloting, the authentication of the electorate might also 

take vicinity via traditional approach and with kiosk voting 
(in public places), the physical surroundings and voter 

authentication are not without delay underneath manipulate of 

election officials[46]. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES IN DATA AND SOFTWARE 

INTEGRITY OF E-VOTING SYSTEMS 

 

The integrity properties could be fallen into two 

categories of software and data integrity. Data integrity 

protects the integrity of audit records and election records 

(especially votes) [1]. Software integrity ensures that only 
genuine and unchanged software will be run on the electronic 

components [47-49]. 

 

A. Important propertiesof data integrity 

Collected data while running an electronic election is 

the most critical asset of the system. This asset includes 

stored data, transmitted data, and system recovery/traceability 

data. The following definitions are the criteria for preserving 

the safety and integrity of this asset [11]. 

 

Accuracy: the results of elections are only figured based on 

votes of participated voters. 
Auditability: during running the election and after it the 

system behavior is traceable. 

Verifiability: auditors will be able to verify election results 

based on the shreds of evidence provided by the system. 

Public verifiability: normal people independently are able to 

verify election results. 

Traceability: every needed information will be recorded to let 

officials trace the cause of any problem. 

Recoverability: every needed information will be stored to let 

recover in case of breaching integrity. 

Preventing data alteration: any unauthorized modification, 
insertion, or deletion of data is prevented. 

Data alteration logging: logging component of the e- voting 

system, records any data modification which may affect the 

results. 

Data authenticity: the system must present enough evidence 

for auditors to show which record is generated by which 

entity. 

 

B. Essential properties of software integrity 

Since the servers store sensitive votes’ information, 

voters, and technical data for system recovery and 
traceability, they must ensure they only run authorized 

software. Their programs have no critical security defect [30]. 
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The following definitions and criteria explain the integrity 

features that an e-voting software must meet [50]. 
 

Server software integrity: to ensure front-end and back-end 

components will run only the authorized software. 

 

Server software authenticity: The installed software's 

authenticity must be evaluated by auditors and administrators 

(to prevent the installation of malware). 

 

Application of proper software engineering model: the 

chosen software development model must be one of the best 

software engineering practices. 

 

V. INTEGRITY THREATS AND SOLUTIONS OF E-

VOTING SYSTEMS 

 

A. Threats of e-voting systems 

E-voting systems, the same as other electronic systems, 

are subject to attacks or having bugs [31]. This may result in 

integrity loss and modification of election results. 

Exceptionally, if the chosen platforms are either public or 

private computers, it would be more vulnerable [28,29]. 

 

Software bugs: Like malicious codes, software bugs are one 
of the most important roots of integrity loss. Statistically, 

every 1000 lines of codes would have 15 to 50 errors [28]. 

Because e-voting systems are constituted from thousands of 

lines, the likeliness of the existence of bugs is highly 

considerable. 

 

Server malicious codes: the malicious codes which aim to 

change election results could be installed on e- voting 

systems, even by their IT staff or administrators, to affect the 

election results [28]. 

 

Data and records modification: attackers, which could also be 
administrators, may modify the records to affect the results 

[29]. 

Client malicious codes: as far as usually non-expert users 

operate client machines, these systems are more prone to be 

compromised by attackers via running malicious codes, 

worms, Trojans, or viruses, to take control of systems, collect 

critical information, or even abusing it as stepping stone to 

penetrate other systems [30]. 

 

B. Major unresolved integrity issues of e-voting systems 

Despite all developments of security techniques, still, 
there are some unsolved serious defects. The most current 

major integrity issues are: 

 

Security of personal computers: Many critical security threats 

like botnets, malware, or viruses exist that endanger the 

security of personal computers for casting secure votes 

[30,51]. 

 

Software security problem: despite many techniques are 

developed for discovering software security bugs. Still, there 

is no guaranty that all of the bugs get discovered. After 
deployment, the attackers can exploit software bugs to 

modify election results [52,53]. 

Problems of advanced cryptographic techniques: despite 

the advanced cryptographic techniques that can dramatically 
enhance security, only certain types of attacks can be 

detected. There is still no way to recover the original votes 

[30,31]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

E-government is a growing field, especially in 

developing countries. E-voting is one of the most critical 

aspects of e-government as it greatly influences people’s 

lives. Every developed system, especially those involved in 

the government area, must be secured against attackers to ban 

abuse of the system. CIA triangle defines the principal criteria 
which a secure system must meet. Since the details of these 

criteria depend on the applied system, the relevant concepts 

and concerns must be distinguished. This study reviews the 

concepts, threats, and solutions involved in the integrity of e-

voting systems. In the last section, the remained and 

unresolved challenges are discussed. 
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